Neutralization of acid and base to produce electricity in the process of reverse electrodialysis with bipolar membranes (REDBP) presents an interesting but until now fairly overlooked flow battery concept. Previously, we presented single-cell experiments, which explain the principle and discuss the potential of this process. In this contribution, we discuss experiments with REDBP stacks at lab scale, consisting of 5 to 20 repeating cell units. They demonstrate that the single-cell results can be extrapolated to respective stacks, although additional losses have to be considered. As in other flow battery stacks, losses by shunt currents through the parallel electrolyte feed/exit lines increases with the number of connected cell units, whereas the relative importance of electrode losses decreases with increasing cell number. Experimental results are presented with 1 mole L?1 acid (HCl) and base (NaOH) for open circuit as well as for charge and discharge with up to 18 mA/cm2 current density. Measures to further increase the efficiency of this novel flow battery concept are discussed.
Introduction
The efficient storage and recovery of electrical energy is a key issue in the transition of electric energy generation from fossil fuels towards sustainable sources like solar and wind power. Flow batteries present an attractive solution, in particular for stationary and decentralized applications, since the amount of energy stored is separated from energy conversion. Presently, vanadium redox flow batteries are the most important and best-studied type of flow batteries. In redox flow batteries, the electric potential is generated by the electrochemical reactions at the electrodes.
As an alternative, the reverse electrodialysis (RED) has been proposed, where an electrical potential is generated across ion exchange membranes, which separate salt solutions of different ionic concentrations. In most cases studied, seawater and river water have been used as the two solutions [1] . Such a RED-stack consists of a sequence of cells containing one compartment for seawater and one for river water, separated by cation and anion exchange membranes. However, the open voltage of such a cell is only about 0.15 V, which requires a large number of subsequent cells to obtain a reasonable stack voltage.
An interesting alternative RED-concept, which will be considered in the following, is based on the neutralization reaction of acid and base at the internal interface of a bipolar membrane, the reverse electrodialysis with bipolar membranes (REDBP).
In [2] we presented an overview of previous publications on REDBP [3] [4] [5] , together with our experimental result for a single REDBP cell unit, showing the potential advantages and discussing the present shortcomings of this-so far fairly overlooked-concept.
In the present contribution we extend our experimental results to REDBP stacks, consisting of 5 to 20 cell units. Figure 1 from [2] is a sketch of the stack under charge (lower half) and discharge conditions (upper half). Only one of several repeating cell units between the electrode chambers is shown and only the required main ionic fluxes and the electrode reactions are depicted. 
Experimental
In our stack experiments hydrochloric acid (HCl) and sodium hydroxide solutions (NaOH)of different concentrations have been used as the respective acid and base, with 0.5 mole/L NaCl as the resulting salt solution. As shown in Figure 2 , the respective solutions were circulated through the corresponding compartments from external storage tanks. Through the electrode compartments, a 0.25 mole/L sodium sulphate solution (Na2SO4was circulated instead of NaCl, to avoid chlorine formation in the electrode reactions. In the set-up of Figure 1 , tested in this contribution, an additional salt compartment (NaCl) was placed between the sequence of repeating cell units and each electrode compartment, separated from the electrode compartments by a cation exchange membrane (CM). This should prevent the penetration of Cl − into the electrode compartments, which would lead to a release of Cl2 in the electrode reactions. Prime advantages of the chosen electrolytes are their low price, ample availability and low ecological concern.
Table 1 shows the expected electrode reactions during charge and discharge. Their standard potentials represent a voltage sink of 1.23 + 0.83 = 2.06 V, both at charge and at discharge. This loss could be reduced by modified electrode reactions with gas-consuming electrodes, but this was not in the scope of the present study.
Since the open circuit voltage (OCV) obtained in the single cell experiments with 1 M acid and base was 0.76 V, only a stack with three and more cell units would be able to compensate the electrode Each repeating cell unit consists of an acid (HCl) and a base chamber (NaOH) at both sides of the bipolar membrane (BM). A salt compartment (NaCl), separated from the acid or base chamber by an anion exchange membrane (AM) or a cation exchange membrane (CM), provides or accepts the respective Cl − and Na + ions to ensure electroneutrality. To form a REDBP stack, several repeating cell units have to be assembled, with an electrode compartment at each end of the stack.
The main element of each repeating cell unit is the bipolar membrane. Under charge (lower half of Figure 1 ), a sufficiently high electrical potential has to be applied over the electrodes such that water is split inside the bipolar membrane into H + and OH − . H + and OH − combine with Cl − and Na + from the adjacent salt chambers to produce HCl and NaOH, which can be stored in separate storage tanks. This corresponds to the well-established process of acid and base generation from salt solutions by electrodialysis with bipolar membranes [6] . The respective electrode reactions are water splitting under generation of OH − and of H 2 at the negative electrode and with H + and O 2 generation at the positive electrode. The applied DC power supply transports electrons e − from the positive to the negative electrode.
If the DC power supply is removed ("open circuit conditions") a potential will establish across each of the bipolar membranes in the stack. It prevents the further recombination of H + and OH − inside each bipolar membrane. The sum of all resulting membrane potentials can be measured between the electrodes of the stack as open circuit voltage (OCV).
If the electrodes are connected via an external load (upper part of Figure 1 ) the unit can be used as a battery. Now H + from HCl and OH − from NaOH recombine to water inside each bipolar membrane and generate electric energy; the ionic fluxes in each repeating cell unit reverse. The resulting electric potential across all repeating cell units drives the depicted electrode reactions. The electrode reactions transform the ionic into electronic current, which flows through the load of the external circuit. The reaction details inside the bipolar membrane during charge and discharge have been discussed in [2] . They depend on the permselectivities and on the fixed charge densities of the ion exchange membranes used.
Commercially available membranes currently limit acid and base concentrations to 2 M, but long-term stability allows only for operation up to 1 M [2] . Using 1 M acid and base, the theoretical power density is 11 kWh/m 3 . Energy densities of vanadium redox flow batteries are in the order of 25 kWh/m 3 [7] .
In our stack experiments hydrochloric acid (HCl) and sodium hydroxide solutions (NaOH)of different concentrations have been used as the respective acid and base, with 0.5 mole/L NaCl as the resulting salt solution. As shown in Figure 2 , the respective solutions were circulated through the corresponding compartments from external storage tanks. Through the electrode compartments, a 0.25 mole/L sodium sulphate solution (Na 2 SO 4 was circulated instead of NaCl, to avoid chlorine formation in the electrode reactions. In the set-up of Figure 1 , tested in this contribution, an additional salt compartment (NaCl) was placed between the sequence of repeating cell units and each electrode compartment, separated from the electrode compartments by a cation exchange membrane (CM). This should prevent the penetration of Cl − into the electrode compartments, which would lead to a release of Cl 2 in the electrode reactions. Prime advantages of the chosen electrolytes are their low price, ample availability and low ecological concern.
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Since the open circuit voltage (OCV) obtained in the single cell experiments with 1 M acid and base was 0.76 V, only a stack with three and more cell units would be able to compensate the electrode losses and deliver a net voltage during discharge. The influence of the electrode losses obviously decreases with an increasing number of cell units in the stack. However, the stack voltage is not fully proportional to the number of cell units. This is partly due to the so-called shunt currents, which flow through the feed and exit lines of the different electrolytes, transforming electrical energy into heat.
Parallel Flow Concept
In our set-up, a parallel flow concept for the electrolytes has been used, as shown schematically in Figure 2 for four repeating cell units in the middle of a stack. The parallel flow concept has the advantage of reduced pressure drop, compared to a serial flow concept where all of the acid, base and salt solution flows consecutively through adjacent cell units. The potential disadvantage is that the flow through adjacent parallel chambers may differ, if the flow resistances of the chambers are not equal. In addition, a parallel flow concept leads to larger ionic shunt currents through the feed/exit lines, as discussed in the next subsection. The colored arrows in Figure 2 indicate the main ionic fluxes across the membranes at discharge. At a smaller extent, similar fluxes also occur at OCV conditions. They are caused by a breakthrough of co-ions (Cl − through CM and H + through AM), as discussed more detailed in [8] . This breakthrough is responsible for the fact that the open current voltage (OCV) across a repeating cell unit for 1 mol/L HCl and NaOH at 25 • C decreases from the theoretical value of 0.828 V to a measured value of 0.764 V.
Like conventional electrodialysis stacks, the stack is formed from cell frames with pathways for the respective electrolytes, grid spacers in the cell frame windows, with the respective membranes and with rubber gaskets between cell frames and membranes. The cell frames for the stack experiments of 0.5 mm thickness have been obtained from DEUKUM Co, Frickenhausen, Germany (www.deukum.de), see Figure 3 . They proved to be well suited for our lab-scale experiments, since they allow feeding of four different electrolytes through the holes in the frame. Their active membrane area is about 100 cm 2 .
As for the single cell tests, the membranes (fumasep ® FKB, fumasep ® FAB and fumasep ® FBM,) have been provided by Fumatech Co., Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany. Their properties are listed in Table 2 . of NaOH and (c) for cross-flow of the NaCl solution. Together with the respective membranes, separated by rubber gaskets and grid spacers, the three frames form the repeating cell units shown schematically in Figure 1 . The feed and exit flows of the respective electrolytes pass through the holes in the cell frames as indicated by the respective colors in Figure 3 . All electrolytes are circulated by separate pumps from reservoirs through the respective compartments as indicated in Figure 2 . Further details of the design are given in [8] . 
Voltage Measurements
The most direct information during stack operation can be obtained from voltage measurements along the stack. In the single repeating cell unit studied in [2] , Haber-Luggin capillaries with calomel electrodes have been used to measure the voltage drop across the respective membranes. To reduce the ample space required for the Haber-Luggin capillaries, in the present stack experiments the voltages between different repeating cell units have been measured by thin Pt wires. The insulated Pt wires were introduced and sealed between two rubber gaskets. To minimize concentration effects, the Pt wires were only positioned in the acid compartments, where ionic conductivities are high and about equal throughout the stack.
In the following, voltage measurements will be presented where Pt wire probes were positioned in the center of the 1st, the 2nd, the 6th, the 11th and the 19th acid cell of the stack. This allows measurement of the voltages across the 1st repeating cell unit, across the first five-cell unit (next to the electrode) and across the second five-cell unit (in the middle of the stack). In order to determine the total voltage of the 20-cell stack, the measured first cell voltage was added to the voltage measured between the first and the 19th acid compartment, assuming that the voltage across the repeating cell units next to both electrodes was equal. Together with the respective membranes, separated by rubber gaskets and grid spacers, the three frames form the repeating cell units shown schematically in Figure 1 . The feed and exit flows of the respective electrolytes pass through the holes in the cell frames as indicated by the respective colors in Figure 3 . All electrolytes are circulated by separate pumps from reservoirs through the respective compartments as indicated in Figure 2 . Further details of the design are given in [8] .
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Operating Conditions
In all cases, Na 2 SO 4 electrolyte of 0.25 M was circulated through the electrode chambers and 0.5 M NaCl electrolyte was circulated through the salt chambers, while the concentration of HCl and NaOH, circulated through their chambers, was varied between 0.5 M and 1 M. If not specified differently, the empty-space flow velocity through the electrolyte chambers was adjusted to a mean value of about 2 to 3 cm/s.
Results and Discussion
In this section, the measured voltages in stacks consisting of 5 to 20 repeating cell units are presented and discussed for different acid and base concentrations, for different charge and discharge currents and for different charge/discharge periods.
Open Circuit Voltage (OCV)
With the Pt wire probes, the open circuit voltage can be measured between different cell units as mentioned above, but OCV for the whole stack can also be measured directly between the electrodes of the stack. Table 3 presents OCV results for increasing stack size between 1 and 20 repeating cell units if the electrolytes flow through the stack continuously (constant ion concentrations). In an ideal stack, OCV should amount to the theoretical single cell voltage (0.828 V for 1 M acid and base at 25 • C) times the number of repeating cell units. With the measured single cell voltage of 0.764 V, the theoretical values of the stack are given in the second row. The actually obtained OCV values, measured across the electrodes, are given in the third row. While the measured values are still close to the calculated values for up to 10 repeating cell units, an increasing voltage loss is observed if the cell unit number is raised to 15 and further to 20 cells. Reasons for this trend are discussed in the next section. 
Self-Discharge at OCV
The experimental results of Table 2 have been obtained with stacks where the required electrolytes were continuously pumped through the stack, compensating the effect of any side reactions or shortcuts, which may consume acid and base at OCV. In the OCV experiments reported in Figure 4 , the electrolyte flows have been stopped at the beginning of the experiment. Now the resulting drop of the voltage in stacks with different numbers of repeating cell units can be analyzed over time. This should provide indications as to why OCV across stacks with a larger number of repeating cell units increases less than proportional to the number of units, as shown in Table 2 . A self-discharge due to limited membrane permselectivities, as indicated by the ionic flux arrows at OCV in Figure 2 and discussed in detail in [2] , could contribute to the effect. However, it should not be responsible for the less than proportional increase of OCV with the number of repeating cell units. Figure 4a -d show the results of the self-discharging tests of (a) 5-cell, (b) 10-cell, (c) 15-cell and (d) 20-cell stacks with initial 1 M acid and base. In a 5-cell stack (Figure 4a ), the self-discharge is very low, and OCV remains close to 4V during the whole measurement period. In a 10-cell stack (Figure 4b ), the stack voltage is about doubled and a slow self-discharge is followed by an accelerated discharge after about 30 min down to a level of 4 V. If the cell number is further increased (Figure 4c,d) , the accelerated drop from the higher stack voltage down to about 4 V occurs at about 20 min for the 15-cell stack, and at about 12 min for the 20-cell stack. This faster decrease of OCV is consistent with the assumption that ionic shunt current through the feed/exit lines of the electrolytes should be responsible for the OCV decrease. A similar influence of shunt currents through parallel feed/exit lines of the electrolytes is well known from redox flow batteries [10] [11] [12] . In stacks with 10 and more cells, OCV shows an accelerated decline to about 4 V after a certain period of low decline, which becomes shorter with increasing cell number. An explanation can be drawn from Figure 4d . Here, the difference between OCV over the first 5 cells of the stack (OCV_5cells_1st, green solid line) and OCV over the second 5-cell package (OCV_5cells_2nd, green dotted line) is shown. The voltage over the 5 middle cells was smaller than that over the first 5 cells from the very beginning. It dropped to (almost) zero at the time of the accelerated decline of the total cell voltage, whereas the voltage over the first 5 cells was less affected. The voltage decline indicates that the acid and base have been completely consumed (neutralized) in the middle of the stack, but are still present in the cells next to the electrodes. This can be explained by the ionic shunt currents through the feed/exit lines of the electrolytes. Since H + and OH − have much higher ionic mobility than the other ions present, only the influence of H + and OH − shunt currents in the acid and base feed/exit lines will be considered in the following, using the simplified picture in Figure 5 . In stacks with 10 and more cells, OCV shows an accelerated decline to about 4 V after a certain period of low decline, which becomes shorter with increasing cell number. An explanation can be drawn from Figure 4d . Here, the difference between OCV over the first 5 cells of the stack (OCV_5cells_1st, green solid line) and OCV over the second 5-cell package (OCV_5cells_2nd, green dotted line) is shown. The voltage over the 5 middle cells was smaller than that over the first 5 cells from the very beginning. It dropped to (almost) zero at the time of the accelerated decline of the total cell voltage, whereas the voltage over the first 5 cells was less affected. The voltage decline indicates that the acid and base have been completely consumed (neutralized) in the middle of the stack, but are still present in the cells next to the electrodes. This can be explained by the ionic shunt currents through the feed/exit lines of the electrolytes. Since H + and OH − have much higher ionic mobility than the other ions present, only the influence of H + and OH − shunt currents in the acid and base feed/exit lines will be considered in the following, using the simplified picture in Figure 5 . In Figure 5a only four repeating cell units in the middle of the stack are shown, together with their feed/exit lines for acid (red) and base (blue). At OCV, a voltage profile φ (black) develops across the stack as shown in Figure 5b . It mainly consists of the voltage steps in each of the bipolar membranes. The voltage gradient across the stack causes a counter-movement of H + ions and of OH − ions along their feed/exit lines as indicated by the red and blue arrows in Figure 5a . The ions originate from the acid/base compartments at one side of the stack and turn back into the respective compartments at the opposite side. This leads to an ion flux maximum in the stack center. To ensure electroneutrality, the ion fluxes through the feed/exit lines have to be compensated by fluxes of opposite direction through the cell compartments. This leads to the indicated fluxes with neutralization of H + and OH − inside the bipolar membranes, which is maximal in the middle of the stack. Comparable to a simple mixing of acid and base, this neutralization energy is converted into heat, representing a self-discharge with loss of electrical energy. The fluxes of H + and OH − into the bipolar membranes have to be compensated by equivalent fluxes of Cl − and Na + into the adjacent salt compartments.
Arrows in Figure 5b qualitatively depict the driving potentials between the feed/exit lines and the potentials on both sides of the respective bipolar membranes. This explains why the ion fluxes of H + and OHbetween the stack cells and the feed/exit lines change direction in the middle of the stack, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5a ,b. The fluxes of H + and OH − through the feed/exit lines accumulate in the stack center as indicated by the arrow thickness. The compensating fluxes inside the repeating cell units are therefore also strongest in the middle of the stack. This leads to the pronounced self-discharge and the resulting drop of OCV across the bipolar membranes in the middle of the stack. In Figure 5a only four repeating cell units in the middle of the stack are shown, together with their feed/exit lines for acid (red) and base (blue). At OCV, a voltage profile ϕ (black) develops across the stack as shown in Figure 5b . It mainly consists of the voltage steps in each of the bipolar membranes. The voltage gradient across the stack causes a counter-movement of H + ions and of OH − ions along their feed/exit lines as indicated by the red and blue arrows in Figure 5a . The ions originate from the acid/base compartments at one side of the stack and turn back into the respective compartments at the opposite side. This leads to an ion flux maximum in the stack center. To ensure electroneutrality, the ion fluxes through the feed/exit lines have to be compensated by fluxes of opposite direction through the cell compartments. This leads to the indicated fluxes with neutralization of H + and OH − inside the bipolar membranes, which is maximal in the middle of the stack. Comparable to a simple mixing of acid and base, this neutralization energy is converted into heat, representing a self-discharge with loss of electrical energy. The fluxes of H + and OH − into the bipolar membranes have to be compensated by equivalent fluxes of Cl − and Na + into the adjacent salt compartments.
Arrows in Figure 5b qualitatively depict the driving potentials between the feed/exit lines and the potentials on both sides of the respective bipolar membranes. This explains why the ion fluxes of H + and OHbetween the stack cells and the feed/exit lines change direction in the middle of the stack, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5a ,b. The fluxes of H + and OH − through the feed/exit lines accumulate in the stack center as indicated by the arrow thickness. The compensating fluxes inside the repeating cell units are therefore also strongest in the middle of the stack. This leads to the pronounced self-discharge and the resulting drop of OCV across the bipolar membranes in the middle of the stack.
In summary, the ionic shunt currents of H + and OH − ions in the acid/base feed exit lines are driven by the potential along the acid/base feed/exit lines and result in a neutralization reaction in the bipolar membranes. Estimation shows that in the stack used, shunt currents due to H + migration through the feed/exit lines of HCl amount to more than 60% and due to OH − migration through the feed/exit lines, NaOH amounts to more than 30% of the total shunt current [8] . This leads to the consumption of acid and base, primarily in the stack center, which reduces the respective cell voltages. If under OCV the flow of acid and base is stopped, it leads to the gradual neutralization of all acid and base in the stack center as can be concluded from the voltage drop to zero of "OCV_5cells_2nd" after about 12 min in Figure 4d .
In Figure 4e , results are presented where the initial acid/base concentration has been reduced from 1 to 0.5 M. This reduction of 50% should result in an accelerated discharge in about half the time. However, since the reduced concentrations also lead to reduced ionic conductivities and hence to a reduced shunt current, only a small difference between Figure 4d ,e can be observed. Again, OCV across the second 5-cell unit in the stack center drops to zero, now after around 10 min.
The above details of the observed OCV decline after stopping the acid/base feed help to elucidate the influence of shunt currents. However, it should be mentioned that shunt currents are only of importance for the REDBP battery during operation. The consumption of acid and base by self-discharge at OCV is limited to the amount present in the stack and does not affect the concentration of acid and base in the storage tanks. This is a general advantage of flow batteries.
To determine all the details of ionic flux interactions, a numerical simulation of the whole stack would be required, where ionic species balances for all ionic species as well as electroneutrality have to be enforced in the whole stack. But this is out of scope for the present contribution. Figure 6 shows the charge and discharge behavior of a 20-cell stack with 1 M acid/base concentration at 25 • C. Starting with OCV conditions, after 1 min a charge current density of 9 mA/cm 2 is imposed for 5 min, followed by zero current for 1 min and a discharge current density of 9 mA/cm 2 for another 5 min. The voltage measured across the stack (black line) is higher under charging and lower under discharging than the voltage measured with the Pt wire probes between all repeating cell units, because the electrode losses need to be added to the blue curve under charge and subtracted under discharge. The mean voltages measured along the 5 min charge and discharge periods are constant. Under constant acid and base concentrations, the measured voltages even remain constant during extended charge and discharge periods, indicating a stable operation. Again, the voltage measured across the second 5-cell package (V5cells_2nd, green dotted line) is lower than V5cells_1st (green solid line) at OCV as well as under charge/discharge, indicating the increased influence of the shunt currents in the stack center.
Charge and Discharge Behavior
The absolute difference between the blue and the black curves should, however, be about equal for charge and discharge and vanish at OCV. This would be the case if the blue lines were shifted upwards by 0.7 V, leading to an absolute difference between both curves at charge and discharge of about 3.4 V. This seems to be a reasonable estimate of the losses at the electrodes and across the electrode compartments during charge/discharge with 9 mA/cm 2 , since under ideal conditions electrode losses of 2.07 V have been predicted by Table 1 . The required voltage shift of 0.7 V points to a measurement error of the Pt wire probes (blue curves). It is well known that measurements with Pt wire probes are less accurate than with Haber-Luggin electrodes as applied in [2] . In the summary of the measured results, presented in Figure 7 , this voltage shift has been considered and compensated. In Figure 8 , measured voltages are presented for increasing current densities under charge (increasing voltages) and under discharge (decreasing voltages). At each current density, the measurement continued until a stable voltage was established. Figure 8a shows the results of a 20cell stack and Figure 8b of a 15-cell stack, for 1M acid and base. Both results show the same general trends. The voltages measured across the electrodes of the whole stack are given by black dots and the measurements across all repeating cell units (excluding the electrodes) by blue dots. In addition, measurements across the first 5-cell unit (next to one electrode) are given by green solid lines and the In Figure 8 , measured voltages are presented for increasing current densities under charge (increasing voltages) and under discharge (decreasing voltages). At each current density, the measurement continued until a stable voltage was established. Figure 8a shows the results of a 20cell stack and Figure 8b of a 15-cell stack, for 1M acid and base. Both results show the same general trends. The voltages measured across the electrodes of the whole stack are given by black dots and the measurements across all repeating cell units (excluding the electrodes) by blue dots. In addition, measurements across the first 5-cell unit (next to one electrode) are given by green solid lines and the In Figure 8 , measured voltages are presented for increasing current densities under charge (increasing voltages) and under discharge (decreasing voltages).
At each current density, the measurement continued until a stable voltage was established. Figure 8a shows the results of a 20-cell stack and Figure 8b of a 15-cell stack, for 1M acid and base. Both results show the same general trends. The voltages measured across the electrodes of the whole stack are given by black dots and the measurements across all repeating cell units (excluding the electrodes) by blue dots. In addition, measurements across the first 5-cell unit (next to one electrode) are given by green solid lines and the measurements across the second 5-cell unit (in the middle of the stack) by green broken lines. Measurements for one repeating cell unit next to one electrode are displayed in red. If a shift of +0.7 V is imposed on the blue curves, as discussed before, the electrode losses between charge and discharge are about equal. They increase moderately with increasing current density.
Processes 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 14 measurements across the second 5-cell unit (in the middle of the stack) by green broken lines. Measurements for one repeating cell unit next to one electrode are displayed in red. If a shift of +0.7 V is imposed on the blue curves, as discussed before, the electrode losses between charge and discharge are about equal. They increase moderately with increasing current density. A comparison of Figure 8a ,b shows that the voltage losses increase with the number of unit cells. This is a consequence of the fact that the shunt current accumulates in the stack center, as discussed A comparison of Figure 8a ,b shows that the voltage losses increase with the number of unit cells. This is a consequence of the fact that the shunt current accumulates in the stack center, as discussed qualitatively with Figure 5 . This shunt current has to be compensated by an increased neutralization reaction of H + and OH − in the bipolar membrane. The unit cells in the stack center therefore contribute less to the stack voltage if the cell number increases. A decrease of the voltage of the second 5-cell unit, located in the middle of the stack, compared to the first 5-cell voltage is also obvious in Figure 8a , demonstrating the influence of the increasing shunt current in the middle of the stack, both at charge and discharge.
Discharge Power Density and Efficiency
The focus of the present contribution is on the discharge behavior of flow batteries. Here, as in [2] , power density PD, defined as net electric power, divided by stack volume, is useful for characterizing the discharge. For the stack volume, only the active area of the membranes and the thickness of each repeating cell unit (1.96 mm) have been considered, while the volume of both electrode chambers has not been included. In Figure 7 , discharge voltage and net discharge power density of the tested 20-cell stack with 1 M acid/base at 25 • C are displayed over discharge current density. As explained in Section 3.3, the voltages measured across all single cells (the blue dotted line) have been moved up by 0.7 V (compared to Figure 8 ), to compensate for measurement errors of the Pt probes.
Considering an ideal behavior without losses across the stack (zero resistances) and with the theoretical single cell voltage of 0.828 V, a constant voltage of 16.56 V would result, leading to a linear increase of power density over current density, marked by the solid red line. The actually measured voltages across all 20 cells of the stack over current density lead to the power densities as displayed by the red line with measurement bullets. The losses partly result from the Ohmic resistances across the membranes and the electrolyte compartments, as already considered in the single-cell experiments in [2] . Another part results from the shunt currents, discussed in Section 3.2.
If we include the measured voltage drop over the electrodes, the pink line with bullets results in the measured power density of the stack. The difference between the red and the pink line is attributed to additional losses in the electrode compartments. The fact that the total losses are substantially higher than predicted from the single-cell experiments can be attributed to the shunt currents through the feed/exit lines. In addition, a nonuniform flow distribution of the electrolytes through adjacent cells could have contributed. This can be concluded from differences between measured voltages of adjacent cell units.
The highest power density for the 20-cell stack of 15 mW/cm 3 has been reached at 10 mA/cm 2 , corresponding to a stack power output of 6 W with 36% voltage efficiency. Neglecting the electrode chamber losses, the highest stack power goes up to 9 W or 24 mW/cm −3 with 50% voltage efficiency.
The power density decreases at higher current densities due to increasing resistive losses. As observed in the single-cell experiments [2] , discharge current densities well above 20 mA/cm 2 resulted in unstable behavior, with voltage breakdown due to water accumulation inside BP. However, this is above the discharge power densities reached in the stack experiments.
Conclusions
The experimental results obtained in this study show that the single cell results presented in [2] can be extrapolated to multicell stacks, but additional losses have to be considered. Most importantly, the influence of shunt currents has to be taken into account.
As demonstrated with open current experiments under self-discharging conditions in Section 3.2, the influence of shunt currents through the parallel acid/base feed/exit lines increases with increasing number of cell units. It is most pronounced in the middle of the stack, where it can substantially reduce the open cell voltage.
The single cell experiments reported in [2] showed that at higher acid/base concentrations, a breakdown of the discharge voltage occurred, if the current density was raised above a certain value between 20 and 40 mA/cm 2 . This was attributed to a delamination of the bipolar membrane, caused by the excessive formation of water through the neutralization reaction of H + and OH − in the reaction layer. However, these current densities were well above the discharge current densities reached in the stack experiments of Figures 6 and 8 . Delamination of bipolar membranes during discharge was not observed in the stack results presented. Figure 7 summarizes the experimental discharge results for the 20-cell stacks and points to possibilities for improvement. A reduction of the influence of shunt currents would directly reduce the difference between the (ideal) red solid line and the measured red dotted line. A straightforward approach would be to change the acid and base flow pattern from parallel to a serial flow, where all of the acid and base flows consecutively upwards in one and downwards in the next acid/base chamber. Then, minor shunt currents could only occur between adjacent cells, driven by the single cell voltages but not by the total stack voltage, as in case of the parallel feed/exit lines. Preliminary experiments at open current under self-discharge (similar to Figure 4 ) proved that the self-discharge of a 5-cell stack with serial flow of acid and base was considerably slower, compared with a similar stack with parallel flow. However, for the present design the pressure drop across the acid/base feed/exit lines was substantially increased. This would result in an unacceptable pressure drop for a 20-cell stack with serial flow.
Since Figure 4 has shown that a 5-cell stack with parallel flow was only marginally affected by shunt currents, a combination of parallel and serial flow could be a compromise between pressure drop and shunt current. The parallel flow through the acid and base compartments should change direction after, for example, every 5 to 10 cells. Electrode losses (the difference between the red and the pink lines in Figure 7 ) could be reduced, e.g., by improved, gas-consuming electrodes [13] .
With respect to higher power densities, the positive influence of larger concentrations of the electrolytes has to be balanced against reduced permselectivities of the ion exchange membranes used. Here, the challenge is to develop monopolar and bipolar membranes with increased fixed-charge concentrations as already discussed in [2] . In the single-cell experiments [2] , water accumulation at the BP interface resulted in a breakdown of the cell voltage at current densities above about 30 mA/cm 2 for 1M acid/base. This was well above the current densities reached in the stack experiments. Nevertheless, an improved water transport through BP will be a further challenge for BP membranes optimized for REDBP.
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